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EIKONA 
Track and Trace

Shipment tracking software makes sure that 
you always know where your shipments are. 
In real time.

with  

real time 

ETA
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Users can save their own 
settings

Subcontractor integration 
supported

The simple  
way to track shipments.

Order tracking means you know where you stand at all times. 
EIKONA Track and Trace offers your customers transparency 
along the entire supply chain worldwide – whether for cargo 
transports on all modes of transport (road, sea or truck) or for 
logistics orders. From picking to loading and handling to delivery.

Set up a separate environment for each customer: with a subdomain, logo
and individual colour scheme. That demonstrates how important your custo-
mers are to you.Your customers decide for themselves what specific informa-
tion they want to receive.

Shipment tracing lets them define the reporting points for each individual 
shipment. Up-to-date analyses impress your customers with the quality of 
your services. Give them the ability to create reports themselves and send 
them out automatically. Make your service intelligent with the EIKONA Track 
and Trace!

Your benefits at a glance

Order tracking across all 
forms of transport

Automatic reports for your 
customers

Information shown right in 
your ERP and TMS

Traffic light status indicator 
for easy monitoring

EIKONA Logistics Cloud Modules



EIKONA Track and Trace

Features at a glance

Worldwide track and trace in  
real time

Consignees ask a lot of questions. Where is my ship-
ment? When will the truck arrive here? Our tracking 
software solution gives you all the answers. Because 
if your shipments make progress, your customers will 
know it immediately! EIKONA Track and Trace follows 
the shipment on its entire journey until it is delivered at 
the destination. Monitoring automatically lets you know 
what‘s happening. Without requiring any investigations.

Order monitoring for  
freight forwarders

From the shipper to the subcontractor to the consignee, 
EIKONA Track and Trace connects all players and auto-
matically keeps them informed about the transport‘s pro-
gress in the system until the shipment is received. This 
guarantees that everyone gets advance warnings about 
any disruptions in a logistics process that will prevent 
on-time delivery. Only then can everybody still respond 
and change their plans accordingly.

You decide what  
to show

You choose which status messages 
your customer receives. From 
loading to handling to delivery. You 
also specify the traffic light color 
assigned to each state.

Individual  
information

Users of EIKONA Track and Trace 
decide for themselves when to 
be notified. For example, they can 
be automatically notified when a 
shipment is loaded into the delivery 
vehicle.

Extensive print  
functions

EIKONA Track and Trace lets freight 
forwarding customers print out 
transport labels for individual unit 
loads and orders themselves or 
send them by e-mail.
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Mix and Match
Extend EIKONA Track and Trace with these suitable modules of the EIKONA Logistics Cloud:

Shipment tracking for everyone
Who can benefit from EIKONA Track and Trace?

Do you have any questions? 
Our team will gladly advise you!

kontakt@eikona-logistics.de
+49 9381 71 778 116
www.eikona-logistics.de

EIKONA 
Task Management

EIKONA 
Map and ETA

EIKONA 
Notification

EIKONA 
Freight Management

For freight forwarders
Who always want to keep an eye on their shipments and 
are tired of having to pay extra for special trips.

For consignees
Who want to know exactly when the truck is going to 
arrive – in the time slot and on the map.

For shippers
Who want to tell their customers exactly when their pro-
duct will arrive. And so they won’t bill too early, either.
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